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The use and powerful effects of planned pauses in public speaking traditionally have been viewed and 

researched from the perspective of their duration, but in seasoned speakers’ delivery the pause-

surrounding phonetic material can be a no less effective tool that works in tandem with the planned 

pause to sway the opinions of the listeners. The present study is about Barack Obama, the former 

president of the United States of America. Obama is commonly hailed as a highly eloquent and effective 

speaker. Among the most unique features of his speech are the skillfully realized and systematically 

used pauses as well as the sound patterns that immediately precede/follow them. The striking nature of 

these pauses and patterns prompted our acoustic analysis, based on which we aimed at quantifying and 

describing this nature in detail. In a subsequent step, these quantifications and descriptions can help 

decipher the elusive concept of persuasion in public speaking. In contexts where Obama aspired to be 

highly persuasive, we analyzed his (i) pause length, (ii) visual (i.e. mimic) cues during the pause, and 

(iii) prosodic contrasts in the pre- and post-pause speech material (three syllables to either side), firstly, 

to understand the underlying mechanisms of how Obama realizes pauses and, secondly, to work out 

prosodic differences (if any) between his mid-message (MM) and post-message (PM) pauses. Of 

particular interest were PM pauses as they were the leading type of pause in Barack Obama’s speech 

and stood out among the rest in their saliency and power. We used Barack Obama’s speech at the 2021 

United Nations Climate Change Conference (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2ScHyXs50Q).  

Our sample included a total of 82 pauses; 46 pauses occurred in MM, the remaining 36 in PM 

contexts. In order to capture his approach to executing pauses, we analyzed them along a wide range of 

17 prosodic measures that covered, besides the pause duration itself, 8 aspects of pitch, tempo/duration, 

and intensity on each side of the pause (hence 8x2 = 16 measures plus pause duration). A MANOVA 

with Pause Type as fixed factor and all 17 prosodic measures as dependent variables revealed clear 

differences between Obama’s MM and PM pauses for 12 of the 17 measures. In terms of effect sizes, 

the top-5 differences concerned the pause duration itself (F[1,8]=50.821, p<0.001, p²=0.388), the use 

of visual means during the gap (F[1,8]=35.119, p<0.001, p²=0.305) and the prosodic dynamics before 

the pause, i.e. pitch range (F[1,8]=20.207, p<0.001, p²=0.206), intensity range (F[1,8]=20.352, 

p<0.001, p²=0.203), and speaking rate (F[1,8]=20.282, p<0.001, p²=0.202). Based on these top-5 

prosodic measures alone it was possible for a discriminant analysis to successfully predict whether a 

pause was a MM or PM pause with an accuracy of 87.8%, chance level being 50 % (Wilks-=0.457, 

²[5]=60.736, p<0.001). 

As regards their specific prosodic characteristics, Obama’s MM pauses were on average less than 

half as long (1,013ms) than his PM pauses (2,195ms), see Figure 1. Note that this is a remarkable 

duration difference insofar as even the MM pauses are on average already a lot longer than most pause 

durations measured in read and spontaneous speech across languages. Based on a sample of almost 

5,000 pauses from five different languages, Campione & Véronis (2002) arrive at the conclusion that 

three types of pauses should in general be distinguished: brief pauses <200ms, medium pauses 200-

1,000ms, and long pauses >1,000ms. Against that background, all of Obama’s pauses fall on average 

into the category of long pauses, even the MM ones. Obama’s PM pauses with average durations of 

>2,000ms occurred less than 1% in the dataset of Campione & Véronis (cf. also Heldner & Edlund 

2010). Even the dataset of Niebuhr (submitted), who analyzed intentionally produced “dramatic pauses” 

of professional speakers, only contained about 6% of pauses longer than 2,000ms. So, it can definitely 

be concluded that Obama’s speech-pausing behavior is exceptional and for good reasons named as one 

of the outstanding features in his persuasive speeches. 

Moreover, visual expressions, i.e. eye blinking or lip smacks occurred almost four times more often 

in his PM pauses than in his MM pauses. In fact, these aspects of mimic expression dominated in his 

PM pauses (72.2%), while they were largely absent in his MM pauses (17.4%).  

However, the most complex difference between Obama’s MM and PM pauses concerned the 

prosodic dynamics before the pause. We illustrate this by three examples. First, the mean speaking rate 

in the last three syllables before the pause was 4.3 syll/s in the MM condition and 5.4 syll/s in the PM 



 

condition. The general net speaking rate in Obama’s 2021 UN speech was on average 5.1 syll/s. This 

general rate differed significantly from the pre-pausal rate in the MM condition (t[45,77]=-3.464, 

p<0.001, d=0.837) but not in the PM condition (t[35,77]=1.477, n.s.). That is, while Obama slowed 

down and/or used pre-pausal lengthening in his MM pauses, he kept the pace until he reaches the silent 

gap in his PM pauses, see Figure 2. In accord with the conclusion of Lehiste (1976) that English listeners 

expect final lengthening and that the absence of final (i.e. pre-boundary) lengthening can cause a 

perceptual reversal of this expectation (Weirich & Simpson 2014), Obama even seems to speed up 

towards his PM pauses. There are further pre-boundary patterns that probably support this perceptual 

speeding-up effect: The durations of pre-pausal pitch and intensity falls did not differ significantly 

between the MM and PM pauses. They were even slightly shorter in PM than in MM contexts, although 

in the former the ranges of the falls were orders of magnitude larger than in the latter (MMpitch=-31Hz 

vs. PMpitch=-88Hz; MMint=-7.3dB vs. PMint=13.7dB). Accordingly, slopes of pitch and intensity falls 

were also orders of magnitude steeper in PM contexts (PMpitch=-418Hz/s, PMint=-42dB/s) than in MM 

contexts (PMpitch=-156Hz/s, PMint=-73dB/s), see Figure 3. Within the value span of one standard 

deviation, PM pitch slopes were on average 350-500 Hz/s steep, which corresponds to values that other 

speakers reach in emphatic pitch-accent realizations (Chen 2006; Niebuhr 2010).  

Finally, as for the internal mechanics of this dynamics, correlation analyses showed that slopes of 

pitch and intensity falls before pauses correlated positively with their corresponding ranges for both 

MM pauses (pitch: r[44]=0.873, p<0.001; int: r[44]=0.753, p<0.001) and PM pauses (pitch: r[34]= 

0.640, p<0.001; int: r[34]=0.703, p<0.001). However, only for the latter PM pauses did we additionally 

find a negative correlation of slopes with fall durations (pitch: r[34]=-0.675, p<0.001; int: r[34]=-0.358, 

p<0.05), which again emphasizes that the high abrupt nature of steep pitch and intensity falls is what 

Obama strives for in his PM pauses as compared to his MM pauses. We also see a positive correlation 

between speaking rate and pause duration (pitch: r[34]=0.517, p<0.001) that is absent for MM pauses. 

The MM pauses, in turn, showed a pause-overarching planning mechanics that was absent in the PM 

pauses. For example, the pitch break across the pause is for MM pauses negatively correlated with the 

pitch range and slope before the pause (range: r[44]=-0.437, p=0.002, slope: r[44]=-0.357, p=0.015). 

That is, the higher the pitch onset after the pause, the shallower and shorter the fall before the pause. 

In summary, our paper provides, at a general phonetic level, insights into how complex and multi-

faceted pause realizations are and that these realizations cannot be analyzed and understood in-

dependently from the adjacent prosodic patterns on both sides of the pause. At the level of prosodically 

induced speaker charisma, our data how remarkable, carefully planned, and distinctively executed 

Obama’s speech pauses and that his mid-message pauses differ strongly from his post-message pauses, 

even in a multimodal fashion. Our full paper will also provide further details on after-pausal 

characteristics of Obama’s pause-prosody interplay. As Mark Twain once stated: “The right word may 

be effective, but no word was ever as effective as a rightly timed pause”. 
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Figure 1. Violin plot of Obama’s MM (left) and PM (right) pause durations. 

 

 
Figure 2. Violin plot of Obama’s speaking rate immediately before MM (left) and PM (middle) 

pauses as well as in his spoeech in general (right). 

 

 
Figure 3. Violin plot of Obama’s (falling) pitch slopes immediately before MM (left) and PM 

(right) pauses. Note that, for the sake of readability, positive values are plotted. 


